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of prope{y

case of land and
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which the property is situated and also its distinctive number,

state in whose name
held and his / her

Date

acquisition

relationship, if anY, to
the government
servant.

How acquired ( lvhether bY

of
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inheritance, gift or otherwise ) and
name with details of person / persons
from whom acquired(address and
connection of the GoW. Servant, if

case
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of landed
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Nature of Land in

Area of Land(in

Tahk and Village in
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Palticulars

Value of the
property(see
Note 2 below)
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of

sanction of
prescribed
authority, if any

Total Annual
income from the
property.

ooy, with the Person/Persons
concerned) Please see Note I below.
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NoTE.lForpurposbofColumn9,theterm,'|eaSe,,wouldmeanaleaseofimmovabl6propefiyfromyeartoyeaI-%:ffisucha
a person having official deali
reserving a yearly rent. Where, however, the lease of immovable property is obtained-from
it is short
lease should be shown in this column irrespective of the term of the lease, *r,"trr",
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ot long term, and the periodicity of the payment of rent'
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NOTE- 2. ln Column l0 should be shown-
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price or premium paid for such acquisition;
Where tne properry has been acquired by purchase, mortgage or lease, the
and
also;
Where it has blen acquired by lease, the total annual rent thereof
.
ri..
i* lrn inheritance. eift or exchans,e. the approximate value of the property so acquired'
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